Piloting the Assessment of
Grades 1, 2 and 3 in Lesotho
Final Report

The ACER Centre for Global Education Monitoring supports the monitoring of educational outcomes
worldwide, holding the view that the systematic and strategic collection of data on education
outcomes, and factors related to those outcomes, is required to inform high quality policy aimed at
improving educational progress for all learners.
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Background
In August 2014 the Ministry of Education and Training, Lesotho, contracted the
Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) to assist the Examinations Council
of Lesotho (ECoL) in the assessment of early grade (1-3) reading literacy and numeracy.
The contract was constrained to a four month design, implementation and reporting
window: August through November 2014.
The specific tasks of the project included:


A review of the early grade curricula, in reading literacy and numeracy;



Development of early grades reading literacy and numeracy assessments, and the
provision of these instruments translated into Sesotho;



The administration of the Sesotho early grades reading literacy and numeracy
assessments to a sample of students, in a pilot study;



An analysis of the results including a statistical report;



Capacity building of the ECoL personnel, and identification of future capacity
development needs; and,



Recommendations for a major population study, including required
improvements to the instruments and procedures.

Curriculum review
The curriculum review identified key elements of international best practice in reading
literacy and mathematics and then compared these with the learning outcomes in the
Lesotho curriculum Unit Overviews and the Sesotho and Numeracy windows for
Grades 1, 2 and 3. The Reading Literacy and Numeracy tests designed for the pilot
phase of this project were mapped against the Lesotho curriculum and the key elements
of international best practice.

Reading Literacy
Five key elements were identified as international best practice in teaching reading
literacy:


Phonemic awareness



Phonics



Fluency



Vocabulary



Comprehension
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Lesotho has an integrated curriculum, but there are few reading-related learning
outcomes in the Unit Overviews for Grades 1, 2 or 3 apart from listening
comprehension. This is unfortunate as it may suggest that reading literacy is not an
important skill, has minimal relevance in an integrated curriculum or does not require
much teaching. It may also reflect ACER’s observation from visiting a few schools, that
there seem to be few books or written materials in Lesotho schools. Students need access
to books in order to learn to read.
There is a clear focus on the development of phonics, vocabulary and listening
comprehension in the Sesotho window but few learning outcomes relate to reading
comprehension or fluency. The emphasis of the Sesotho window appears to be mainly
on developing speaking, listening and writing skills and understanding of Lesotho
culture.
Phonemic awareness is not differentiated from phonics in the curriculum. Activities in
the Sesotho window that teach students the sounds of letters (phonics) also include
identifying words with those sounds (phonemic awareness). There do not appear to be
any activities that help students to learn to distinguish first sounds, end sounds and
middle sounds in words just by listening to them. Hearing the sounds in words is not an
intuitive skill and most students require intensive instruction to be able to hear all the
sounds in a word.
Phonics is explicitly taught in the Sesotho window and is sensibly and strongly linked
to the early teaching of writing. It is not clear why phonics teaching continues into
Grade 3 when it would seem that Sesotho is a reasonably regular phonetic language and
full mastery of phonics ought to be achievable in a relatively short time. Independent
reading cannot really progress until phonics is largely mastered.
Fluency is the ability to read aloud accurately and with appropriate speed. Students
need to be fluent before they can start reading unillustrated texts for meaning. It would
be helpful if the curriculum provided support and direction for teachers to use fluency
to monitor students’ grasp of phonics and their readiness to read independently.
Oral vocabulary is emphasised in the integrated curriculum and the Sesotho window,
but it is rarely linked to reading. If teachers read aloud to students from a variety of texts
on a daily basis, then students would be exposed to, and could discuss the meaning of, a
greater range of vocabulary of the sort that is typically found in books and learn to use
text contexts to work out the meaning of unfamiliar words.
Listening Comprehension has a clear focus in the Unit Overviews, especially in Grade
3, where students are encouraged to develop strategies for making meaning from the
text. Students’ later success in reading can be developed through listening to and
discussing the meaning of books. However, students need to view the texts as they are
read aloud and discussed. Transcribing the oral texts that the curriculum suggest using
and ensuring students have copies, would be likely to improve the effect of these
activities on students’ later reading success. Showing students what is being read,
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pointing out key words and explaining how books are organised are all part of the early
reading skills students need to develop before they start reading themselves. Teachers
need to read a variety of texts and text types aloud to students and discuss their
meaning to foster the development of students’ comprehension skills.
Reading comprehension strategies are skills that students need to be taught throughout
their school life as they encounter increasingly complex and sophisticated texts with
increasingly unfamiliar language. Simply being able to convert text to speech, through
mastery of phonics, does not make the meaning of the text transparent. Students can be
taught how to make meaning from texts that are read aloud to them, while they are
learning how to read independently.
Teachers need support to better understand the reading processes identified in the
PIRLS framework. They also need clearly defined teaching and assessment strategies so
they can assist students to improve their reading comprehension skills.
Reading age-appropriate texts is advocated in Grades 2 and 3, but the Activity Plans
suggest it is the teacher rather than the student who is doing the reading. There is no
clear description of what age-appropriate texts might look like. If students are to learn to
read in Sesotho they need access to a wide variety of simple texts beginning with single
illustrated words and simple illustrated sentences and gradually increasing in
complexity.

Numeracy
ACER identified the following key content areas as international best practice for
Numeracy in the early grades:


Number
- place value & operations
- fractions
- patterns with digits & objects
- money



Measurement – length, capacity, area, time



Geometry



Statistics and probability

The key cognitive processes of Knowing, Applying and Reasoning described in the
TIMSS Numeracy framework are applicable from the start of school.
The Lesotho curriculum includes all of the key content areas identified as international
best practice, and accords a similar proportion of the curriculum to each one. Number
takes the greatest allocation of time, with Measurement next and Geometry and
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Statistics playing a lesser role. This possibly suggests the Lesotho curriculum coverage is
ambitious, given the limited resources that Lesotho is currently able to put into
classrooms and teacher training compared with countries with developed education
systems.
Number content in the Lesotho curriculum is similar to international best practice
though there are some key omissions and some concepts are introduced very early. A
major variation is the difference in the way concepts are taught. The focus in Lesotho
seems to be on Knowing rather than encouraging students to also develop Applying and
Reasoning skills from Grade 1.
Students are likely to require more time partitioning numbers and representing and
modelling place value with a range of materials to help them to understand base 10. For
example, students can make numbers with concrete materials to show place value, so 56
might be represented with 5 bundles of 10 sticks and 6 loose sticks. Teachers may also
need more support to understand how to teach students about place value. The
curriculum moves rapidly to formal algorithms for addition and subtraction. A slower
approach with more emphasis on students understanding what they are doing would
build a stronger foundation in mathematics.
Problem solving is not emphasised in Lesotho until Grade 3, but it can be taught from
the start of school, with students discussing how to combine and share objects in
different everyday ways and representing their solutions in different ways.
Skip counting is not mentioned in the Lesotho curriculum This is also a critical skill that
reinforces basic number facts, emphasises patterns in number and builds students prealgebraic understandings as they investigate number sequences and identify strategies
to solve missing number problems in unfamiliar pattern sequences. These are also good
opportunities to develop Applying and Reasoning skills.
Patterns have a commendable initial focus in the Lesotho curriculum with some sorting
activities in Grade 1, but this is not developed in Grades 2 and 3. Patterns are an
excellent way of representing mathematical sequences and encouraging students to use
mathematical language in describing the patterns. Patterns can be initially created with
objects and then created with numbers.
Measurement learning outcomes in Lesotho largely reflect key content, but it may be
preferable to start at an earlier point with simple comparisons of objects to identify
which is longer, shorter, heavier, lighter, holds more or holds less to develop students’
understanding of what is being measured before they start using informal units.
Geometry learning outcomes in Lesotho largely reflect key content, but it may be
preferable to introduce common 3-D objects such as balls and boxes from Grade 1 so
that students have more scope in classification activities for discussing the different
properties of 2-D and 3-D shapes. The curriculum could include a few more activities
about location and transformation of shapes.
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Statistics and probability learning outcomes in Lesotho reflect key content for statistics,
but not probability. Probability in the early years involves introducing students to the
notion of chance through classification of familiar events in terms of their likelihood of
happening. It is only a small aspect of the curriculum and should not take much time,
but it does help to build later understanding.

General comments
The Numeracy window activities are often hands-on and lists of appropriate materials
are provided. However, it may be difficult for Lesotho teachers to follow the curriculum
intentions. The classrooms that ACER visited each had between 60 and 198 children
making working with materials extremely challenging. There was also little evidence of
any mathematics materials in classrooms.
There are no explicit references to the cognitive processes that students need to use in
the Lesotho curriculum. A stronger and clearer focus on supporting students to
demonstrate Applying and Reasoning skills is recommended. Teachers may also need
support to better understand how to teach these skills.

Capacity building
Capacity development of ECoL staff
During the course of the four month project there was a close working relationship
formed between the subject experts of ECoL and the test developers at ACER.
During the inception workshops, ACER staff explained the principles of designing
assessments for Rasch analysis emphasising the importance of including items of a wide
range of difficulty in a single assessment. ACER and ECoL spent the better part of two
days reviewing approximately 50 reading and 50 mathematics items that ACER had
prepared for another similar project. Each item was scrutinised for its potential to be
adapted to a Lesotho context in terms of its match to the curriculum, the context and its
general appropriateness. This intensive review of each item provided extensive
opportunities for capacity development as ACER staff were able to explain the intention
behind the way various items were constructed and ECoL staff were able to explain the
Lesotho context, relevant aspects of Sesotho and key components of the Lesotho
curriculum. The items that ACER had selected also modelled ways of assessing thinking
skills in the application of number skills to simple problems and in requiring students to
interpret the meaning of short texts as well as retrieve information.
ACER introduced ECoL staff to tablet delivery as a potentially effective, efficient and
engaging means of collecting data from students with limited reading skills while also
providing a model of interview questions based on paper.
Translation of assessments is always challenging. ACER trained ECoL and Sechaba staff
to operate ACER’s translation management system that allows for easy review of initial
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translations and ensures the latest version of a translation is visible. This was important
as ECoL made a number of revisions and modifications to the translations that had been
done by Seschaba. ECoL also reviewed new items as part of the translation process. Any
concerns were managed through regular email contact.
A very small pre-pilot was conducted to ensure that the administration instructions
ACER had drafted were clear and effective. The instructions were subsequently
modified based on feedback from the ECoL staff who had undertaken the pre-pilot.
ACER led workshops to train the administrators for the pilot study. The focus was on a
hands-on experience where the administrators were encouraged to ask questions and to
practise administering the tasks to each other.
It should be noted that the capacity development was both ways: ACER received a
valuable understanding of the Lesotho education context, particularly in terms of
curriculum, teaching methods, standards and expectations, and cultural milieu.

Capacity analysis of ECoL personnel
The objective of the Capacity Development Plan is to document ECoL’s current and
expanding institutional aims, mandates and organisational structures in order to
identify the gaps in capacities needed to meet the organisation’s expanding mandate.
Given the focus on implementing an early years assessment at scale, the report focuses
on the Research Unit responsible for implementation of the assessment at scale.
However, the report necessarily begins with a broad review of the organisation as a
whole, given the reliance of the Research Unit on other units within the Council to fulfil
certain functions as part of the implementation of the early year’s assessment.
ECoL requested that the review of capacity and resultant plan take account of
management needs, in addition to technical issues. The review of capacity includes the
institutional aspect, the organisational aspect and the individual aspect.

The Institutional Aspect
In essence, ECoL’s mandate is broader than that of most examinations councils, in that
the mandate covers three forms of assessment: (i) examinations, (ii) national monitoring
through standardized assessment and (iii) continuous assessment. In many ways, the
Council fills the role of an assessment body, incorporating examinations within the
mandate.
The review found one critical function at the institutional level limiting current ECoL
capacity. The current budgeting process is highly centralised, with the Chief Accountant
and the Registrar chiefly responsible for developing the budget, adhering to the budget
and reporting against the budget; at least in practice. However, there are few
documented institutional policies regarding the budgeting process, including who is
responsible for developing budgets, adhering to budgets and reporting on progress
against budgets. Staff at ECoL reported that there are not departmental or project level
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budgets, with specific budget holders responsible for financial outcomes against
institutional performance. This currently places a great deal of responsibility on the
Registrar. The Registrar is chiefly responsible for the administration and financial affairs
of the institution, however policies and procedures to enable the Registrar to delegate
authority and responsibility to managers for the financial performance of their
departments, would reduce the institutional load on the Registrar.
In order for budgeting authority and responsibilities to be delegated to managers,
several capacity gaps need to be addressed at both the organisational and individual
levels. Not only do individuals need training on how to develop and manage a budget,
but organisational policies and procedures that clearly outline the roles and
responsibilities of budget holders, financial reporting and monitoring procedures,
performance monitoring of budget holders and processes for expenditure approval.

The Organisational Aspect
The ECoL structure is presently going through a review and a restructure is underway
with the new structure to be in place by April 2015. Once the new structure is in place,
the roles of units and individuals needs to be clearly documented and authority and
responsibility needs to be delegated to managers. In order for managers to able to fulfil
this function effectively, a strategic plan needs to be developed, the expanded mandate
of ECoL needs to be presented to staff across the organisation, the responsibilities of
each unit need to be documented and role description for each unit manager and team
member within each unit need to be developed.
In order to strengthen the capacity of ECoL, it is proposed that the most efficient manner
for the early learning assessment to be implemented is to draw upon the skills and
expertise of the various units within the Council. This may require additional human
resource or seasonal support for units at key stages in the assessment cycle. Working
together across ECoL will also requires a wide level of access to key sources of
information and data, which would ideally be located on a central server. However, if a
central server is not possible, clear procedures on how data and project information is
stored and shared across ECoL should be developed.

The Individual Aspect - Management
Many managers at ECoL started within the organisation as technical or professional
officers and were promoted without receiving formal management training. The need
and desire for management training was acknowledged by the majority of managers
during consultations. Training needs include developing a workforce plan, managing an
operational plan, undertaking project work, developing workplace policy, managing
people performance and ensuring team effectiveness.
The proposed training plan aligns ECoL capacity needs with the Diploma of
Management, as per the Australian Qualifications Framework. It is proposed tailored
face-to-face training and assessment take place in-country.
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The Individual Aspect - Technical
A number of preferences regarding the methodologies for implementing the early years
assessment in Lesotho have been discussed and decided upon during the pilot phase.
Therefore, the review of capacity focused on the technical skills required to implement
the assessment based on these methodologies.
It is assumed that some very technical components will need to be outsourced, however
in order to build capacity, it is proposed that these activities should be undertaken in
collaboration with ECoL staff.
The technical areas requiring capacity building are understanding psychometric data,
sampling, questionnaire development and coding, analysis using Item Response Theory,
benchmarking, data management and storage, and data analysis. There is some capacity
to benchmark and describe proficiencies, however this knowledge needs to be
integrated with the methodologies used for the early years assessment (IRT).
Item writing capacities were unable to be assessed during the capacity review
consultancy period, however feedback from ACER consultants indicate some areas of
capacity able to be strengthened, related to Rasch modelling methodology. However, as
ACER consultants worked with Assistant Subject Officers, rather than Senior Subject
Officers, it is proposed that capacity in these areas be monitored and addressed as part
of the main study.

Method
Sample
A total of 16 schools participated in the study. Students in 8 of the schools were
administered the interview-based assessments, while students in the other 8 schools
were administered the tablet-based assessments.
Because the interview-based instruments were administered one-to-one and usually
took about 40-60 minutes to complete, 10 students were selected from each grade in each
school to take the interview-based reading assessment. Another 10 students were
selected from each grade in each school to take the interview-based mathematics
assessment. So 60 students were sampled in each school where the interview-based tests
were administered.
In contrast, the tablet-based assessments were administered to small groups of up to 6
children at a time and the reading and mathematics tests together took about 45-60
minutes to complete. This allowed 10 students to be selected from each grade in each
school to take both the tablet-based reading assessment and mathematics assessment. So
only 30 students were sampled in each school where the tablet tests were administered.
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Despite the sampling procedure, in some cases there were one or two more students
from each grade that took the tests. Exhibit 1 shows the final student numbers by grade.
Exhibit 1: Student sample outcome
Interview-based
assessment

Interview-based
assessment

Tablet-based
assessment

Tablet-based
assessment

(literacy)

(numeracy)

(literacy)

(numeracy)

Number of Grade 1
students

81

77

77

79

Number of Grade 2
students

77

78

77

79

Number of Grade 3
students

79

81

78

80

Total

237

236

232

238

Exactly 50% of the overall sample were girls and 50% were boys. Across the grades, the
proportion of boys ranged from 48% to 51%.

Lesotho Reading Assessment Design
The reading assessments were developed for two delivery modes:


Interview paper-based



Tablet

The items (questions) developed for each delivery mode were different, but they
addressed similar skills and were intended to be of an approximately similar level of
difficulty. All the students in the same school were administered the assessment in the
same delivery mode. That is, a school either administered all tablets or all interviews.
The reading assessments were designed for Grades 1, 2 and 3. To cater for the wide
range in student ability the reading assessments in each delivery mode had two levels:


Emerging reader



Independent reader

A screening test was used to determine which level students sat. The screening test
consisted of asking the student to read a short passage aloud. If they did not read the
whole passage, they were asked to point to and read aloud any words they knew.
Students who could read at least five different words accurately from the short passage
were administered the Independent reader test. Students who could not read at least
five different words were given the Emerging reader test.
The screening test was designed on the assumption that most Grade 1 students and
many Grade 2 students probably could not yet read and would therefore be given the
ECoLesotho_Pilot_FinalReport
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Emerging reader level of the assessments and any Grade 2 or Grade 3 students who had
started to learn to read would be given the Independent reader level.
There were some common items that appeared in both the Emerging and the
Independent reader assessment for the Interview assessments. A different set of
common items appeared in both the Emerging and Independent tablet assessments. In
each school, all students were administered the same screening test and the same set of
common items and then either the Emerging reader items or the Independent reader
items.

Interview-based
In the paper-based interview students were administered the common items first and
then sat the screening test to determine whether they did the Emerging or Independent
reader test. The grey shading shows the items that all students were administered.
Exhibit 2: paper-based interview reading test structure
Emerging Reader Form

Independent Reader Form

Common items

Common items

Screening test

Screening test

Emerging reader questions

Independent reader questions

Tablets
In the tablet assessments, students sat the screening test first and then did either the
Emerging or Independent Reader test.
Exhibit 3: tablet-based reading test structure
Emerging Reader Form

Independent Reader Form

Screening test

Screening test

Emerging reader questions

Common items

Common items

Independent reader questions

Content of the reading instruments
The reading items were developed to align with the Lesotho Integrated Curriculum
Syllabus for Grades 1, 2 and 3. Discussions and ongoing close communication with the
ECoL Literacy Subject Leader enabled clarification and ensured close alignment with the
learning outcomes documented in the syllabus. All the test items were delivered in
Sesotho.
Reading items were carefully reviewed by ECoL and subject experts for cultural
appropriateness and to ensure images and vocabulary would be familiar to students.
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Extensive collaboration was required to ensure the phonemic awareness rhyming tasks
and phonics tasks were suited to Sesotho.
Visits to schools in Lesotho helped the ACER staff to understand the context for
education in Lesotho and to ensure materials reflected familiar experiences. Some of the
items in the pilot addressed skills that are not included in the curriculum, but are
considered important in international best practice. These items were included to
provide indicative information about students’ skills in these areas.
The reading instruments were developed to address the five key elements identified by
the USA Committee on the Prevention of Reading Difficulties in Young Children (Snow,
Burns, Griffin 1998) as international best practice in teaching reading literacy, and have
been widely used as a standard ever since:


Phonemic awareness



Phonics



Fluency



Vocabulary



Comprehension

The kinds of items that addressed each of these skills in the Interview and the Tablet
assessments are outlined below.

Phonics
Phonics is knowledge of the relationship between letters and sounds.


match letter sounds to letters or say the sounds of letters



match single words to pictures or read single words aloud

Phonemic awareness
Phonemic awareness is the ability to hear the sounds in words.


identify if two words rhyme (end sounds)



identify the first sound in a word and words with the same first sound



Identify middle sounds and all the sounds in words

Fluency
Fluency is the ability to read accurately and with appropriate speed, word groupings
and intonation. The screening test was a measure of reading fluency.


read a short passage aloud of between 50–70 words.
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Vocabulary
In order to read with meaning you need a wide vocabulary so you can make sense of the
text. Written texts use a far wider vocabulary than students would typically use in their
everyday conversations.


identify synonyms



match words to pictures

Comprehension
Comprehension involves making meaning from texts. It requires understanding of the
meaning of words and basic concepts about print. Listening comprehension can help to
establish reading comprehension skills before students start school, and in the early
grades of school, while students are still learning to master decoding. Research evidence
shows a direct relationship between students being read to at home and their later
success in reading. The evidence demonstrates a link between adults reading aloud to
children and the development of oral language skills, phonological awareness and print
knowledge (Duursma, et al., 2008; Grabmeier, 2012).

Listening Comprehension


listen to an illustrated story (approximately 250 words) and answer oral
questions

Concepts of Print


identify the words that show the title of the book



identify where to start and stop reading on a page



identify a full stop and a question marks



recognise writing compared with a drawing or squiggle



infer the meaning of a familiar sign

Reading Comprehension
These items were only administered to Independent readers in the Tablet or Interview.


match a sentence with a picture



answer questions about the meaning of one or several sentences.



read a short fiction paragraph (70 words) and answer questions



read a non-fiction paragraph (100 words) and answer questions.
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Lesotho Mathematics Assessment Design
The mathematics assessments were also developed for two delivery modes:


Interview paper-based



Tablet

The specific items developed for each delivery mode were generally different, but
addressed similar skills. As for the reading assessment, all students in the same school
were administered the assessment in the same delivery mode - either all tablets or all
interviews.
The mathematics assessments were designed for Grades 1, 2 and 3. To cater for the wide
range in student ability the mathematics assessments in each delivery mode had two
levels:


Test 1E, the easier test.



Test 2H, the harder test.

A screening test was used to determine which test the students would take. Three
versions of the mathematics screening test were developed to accommodate situations in
which a student might overhear the responses provided by another student. The
screening tests consisted of two tasks: counting 15 objects and reading a 2-digit number.
The screening test tasks were developed using the learning outcomes described in the
Lesotho Integrated Primary Curriculum and are in alignment with the expectations for
Grade 2 students in Lesotho.
At this level students are expected to be able to count in twos, threes, fours, and fives
from 1 to 20. They are also expected to be able to read, order and identify missing
numbers in a sequence using two-digit numbers (NCDC, P.34).
Students who responded correctly to both screening test tasks, were given Test 2H.
Students who did not respond correctly to one, or both, tasks were given Test 1E.
Within each delivery mode a group of items were developed as common items
appearing in both tests 1E and 2H. These items were developed for all the mathematics
strands and so are embedded throughout the tests.
For both the tablet and interview-based tests, the screening test was administered to
each student individually to determine which test, either 1E or 2H, was appropriate.
The common items were included throughout the tests.
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Exhibit 4: Paper-based interview test structure

Content of the maths instruments
The mathematics instruments were developed to align with the Lesotho Integrated
Curriculum Syllabus for Grades 1, 2 and 3. Discussions and ongoing close
communication with the ECoL Mathematics Subject Leader enabled clarification and
ensured close alignment with the learning outcomes documented in the syllabus.
Visits by the test developers to Grade 1, 2 and 3 classrooms in local schools, and
discussions with teachers about teaching methods and the materials used to model
mathematical concepts and strategies were also important in the development of the test
items to ensure that the item content and images used were familiar for students in
Lesotho. For example, an abacus is most commonly used by teachers in Lesotho to
represent numbers, whereas in Victorian schools base ten blocks and icy pole sticks are
the most common materials used to model numbers. Question 14 in interview-based
Test 2H requires the student to identify the 3-digit number represented by an abacus.
Research was also carried out by the test developers in an effort to ensure that worded
problems and images used to support the items were familiar to the students. For
example, in the interview-based tests the fruits selected for the pictograph used in
questions 42 to 44 in test 1E and 39 to 41 in test 2H, the stacking of bags of maize is
familiar to Lesotho children and so used to support the assessment of first and last
concepts test 1E, questions 37 and 38. In the tablet tests the pebble game ‘Liketoana’ is
well known in Lesotho and used in a worded problem as the context for assessing
students’ ability to add single-digit numbers. In both the tablet and interview-based
tests photographs of real coins were used.
In addition to aligning items with the Lesotho curriculum, teaching methods and
materials, discussion with the Mathematics Subject Leader resulted in the inclusion of a
small number of items that were not included in the curriculum. These items were
included to provide additional information about students’ learning and were presented
in a familiar context for students. For example, in the tablet test question ‘reflection’
assesses students’ understanding of symmetry in a real-life situation. A question in the
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interview assesses students’ understanding of ‘chance’. Other questions related to
patterns of objects and matching the seasons with months of the year.
The questions were also designed to reveal common misconceptions experienced by
students at this level. For example, number reversals and the concept of zero.
All mathematics areas were represented in the mathematics instruments:


Number
- place value & operations
- fractions
- patterns with digits & objects
- money



Measurement – length, capacity, mass, time



Geometry and location



Statistics and probability

The items were grouped into these broad areas, each beginning with easier questions,
becoming progressively more difficult, before moving to another mathematics area.
The kinds of items that addressed skills in each of these areas in the Interview and the
Tablet assessments are outlined below.

Number


Comparing groups of objects



Counting objects – single digits, teens



Oral counting by 1’s from different starting points, crossing decades and
hundreds



Identifying the missing number in pattern of numbers



Worded problems requiring students to identify how to solve the problem and to
carry out the operations to do that



Ordering numbers – single digits, two- and three-digit numbers



Fractions of a whole and of a collection of objects



Carrying out operations using algorithms



Identifying coins



Comparing collections of coins and notes



Carrying out calculations involving money
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Measurement


Comparing length



Comparing mass



Measuring length



Identifying units of measurement



Sequencing events in time and using ordinal number



Telling time to the hour, half hour and quarter hour



Calculating the duration of time



Interpreting a calendar

Geometry and Location


Identifying two and three dimensional shapes



Following simple directions

Statistics and Probability


Interpreting a variety of graphs



Collecting data from a table

Adaptation of the instruments
The assessment items were developed with the Lesotho context squarely in mind. The
ACER test developers spent considerable time liaising with ECoL subject experts to
understand the educational context in Lesotho. All items were reviewed for educational
and cultural appropriateness by ECoL staff.
The final English versions of the items were translated by Lesotho based translators and
reviewed by a Sesotho language expert. Sechaba was the local company contracted by
ACER to undertake this work.
The interview-based instruments were translated directly in Word. The tablet-based
instruments were translated using an online translation management system coupled
with an offline translation editor.
All translations were reviewed by ECoL.
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Training of the test administrators
Two ACER staff travelled to Maseru to conduct a three-day training workshop for
prospective Test Administrators on October 7-9, the week before going into the field.
Twenty six qualified teachers attended the training with 24 of them to be ultimately
selected to conduct the testing. ECoL and Sechaba staff were also present.
On the first day, after a welcome from the Deputy Registrar, Test Administrators were
trained on the manual sampling of students. As this is a pilot, the sampling process was
kept simple and involved selecting every ninth boy and girl from the grades’ attendance
roll. As this roll information was not available before going to the school, Test
Administrators needed to complete the sampling for all students on-site on the first day
of testing.
Day One also involved a thorough description of the paper-based interview items for
both mathematics and reading. Test Administrators needed to be very familiar with the
paper-based interview items in particular, as they would need to assign a score to each
of the students’ responses to the items during administration. The screening tests to
determine whether the student would complete the easy or hard mathematics test or the
Emerging or Independent reading test were also described in detail.
The remainder of the first day involved training on the procedures to follow for the
paper-based interviews. Procedures were described step-by-step and included lists of
materials needed for testing, preparation tasks to complete before testing day,
presenting oneself to the school and setting up the assessment space, how to interact
with students to make them feel comfortable, administering the screening tests and
timing of the pilot assessment. Security of test materials and the importance of following
the test administration procedures were points that were underlined as being
particularly important for ensuring the comparability of the data collected. ACER staff
conducted role-plays to illustrate procedures and Test Administrators then had time to
practice administering tests with each other under the supervision of ACER staff.
Training started on the second day with ACER staff addressing some frequently asked
questions and then continuing with further practice of administering the paper-based
interview tests amongst Test Administrators. Following this, most of the day was
available for training in administration procedures for the tablet-based assessment. This
included a thorough description of the items in the practice program. During tablet
administration, the practice program is provided to familiarise students with the
technicalities of answering the test questions and ensure that technical issues are not a
factor in their ability to answer the questions. For this reason, the practice program is
particularly important for Test Administrators to understand as they need to describe
each practice item to the students to ensure they have fully understood what to do.
Test administration procedures for the tablet-based assessment were described step-bystep and, while similar to the paper-based interview procedures, also contained specific
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information for accessing the tests on the tablet, assigning IDs to students, tracking
student information and uploading data to the ACER server at the end of the testing
day. ACER staff conducted role-plays to illustrate administration procedures and Test
Administrators were then given the opportunity to explore the tablet assessment and
practice administration procedures with each other.
On the final day of training, we were lucky to host seven Grades 1, 2 and 3 students
from a school in Maseru. The ECoL had organised for these students to come to provide
an opportunity for Test Administrators to practice testing with real students and gain a
better understanding of how students in the field may react to the tests. While there was
not enough time for all Test Administrators to practice with the students directly, they
were all able to observe their colleagues and see the students’ reactions. This proved to
be a very valuable exercise and thank you to Camilla for organising it.
Finally, in the afternoon of day-three, Sechaba staff discussed the test administration
logistics with the Test Administrators. This included the organisation of teams, the
schools that would be tested, transport to the schools, practicalities of dress and conduct
amongst other things. To end the day, ACER discussed some of the observations they
had made while watching the Test Administrators with the students and opened up the
floor to any final questions or comments.
The final 24 Test Administrators who would go into the field were selected by Sechaba
on Friday November 10.

Data collection methods
Data were collected using two modes: a one-to-one interview; and, small group
assessments on tablets.
For the interview, the test administrator recorded a scored version of the interviewees’
responses on a paper-based data collection sheet. These responses were subsequently
entered into an Excel spreadsheet that was customised for the task by including content
validation rules for each cell.
For the tablet assessments, students’ raw responses to each item were stored on a
database on the tablet. At a convenient time following the assessment, test
administrators connected the tablet to the internet and all student responses were
transferred (copied) to ACER servers in Australia.
Scored datasets for all instruments have been produced by ACER and provided to ECoL
in Excel format.
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Test Administrator feedback summary
General administration training
All Test Administrators agreed that they received sufficient support to understand how
to administer the pilot tablet- and interview-based tests. They all thought that the
administration guidelines were helpful and easy to follow. Some Test Administrators
reported that on testing day, some schools were not ready for testing but otherwise
preparations at the schools went smoothly.

Tablet test
The overall message from tablet Test Administrators was that students were very
motivated to do the test on the tablet. One Test Administrator even mentioned that
students who weren’t sampled were actually disappointed. Another theme of the
feedback was that for Grades 1 and 2, Test Administrators thought the test on the tablet
was too difficult and that there should be different tests for each grade. One set of Test
Administrators mentioned that they had difficulties administering the test because some
of the students tested had special needs, e.g. deafness.

Practice material
Almost all Test Administrators agreed that the practice program equipped the students
to work independently in the pilot test, although some did report that not all students
were able to easily follow the program. One Test Administrator noticed that the practice
program helped to increase the self esteem of the students which then motivated them
to complete tasks on their own.
Five out of eight Test Administrators agreed that there were enough practice items for
the students to understand how to respond in the test, but almost all suggested that
more time on practicing is needed for younger or slower learners. One Test
Administrator suggested that some more reading practice items would be helpful.

Pilot assessment
All Test Administrators agreed that the pilot study was easy to administer overall. They
felt that the screening tests were generally appropriate and useful to identify students
who could read and those who could not. One Test Administrator did mention that
he/she felt that some readers struggled to complete the Independent Reader test.
There were a few technical issues reported with the tablets with jamming. Fortunately,
most issues were able to be solved. Test Administrators thought that the extra tablets
they carried were essential and that having one or two extra in addition may be a good
idea for future studies.
All Test Administrators reported that they needed to help students during the test. Some
students needed to be reminded to answer the questions in the tablet before moving to
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the next one. Drag and Drop items were reported by two Test Administrators as needing
the most help and some students needed to be reminded to listen to the instructions.
Several Test Administrators also mentioned that some students managed to exit the test
they were taking and start other tests on the tablet. This is a technical issue that should
be addressed in any future tablet assessments,

Tasks
Most Test Administrators agreed that the students were very engaged with the tasks on
the tablets and enjoyed participating in the pilot. One Test Administrator thought that
the test was too long and that students were getting a bit tired towards the end.
When asked whether the tasks catered for the range of ability within Grades 1-3
students, there was a mixed response from Test Administrators. Something that
everyone agreed on however was that the tasks were too hard for Grade 1 (and for two
Test administrators, Grade 2) students.

Interview tests
As with the tablet test, Test Administrators mentioned that they thought the tasks were
often too difficult for the Grades 1 and 2 students.

Reading tests
Most Test Administrators agreed that the administration and scoring of the students’
responses was easy to carry out, while everyone agreed that the fluency screening texts
were appropriate and useful to identify students who could read and those who could
not yet read. One Test Administrator said that the screening test “was perfect”.
There was some disagreement about whether the reading test questions themselves
were clear and easy for the students to understand what they were being asked to do.
Seven Test Administrators agreed that the questions were clear, while one disagreed
strongly. Six were neutral. Question 11 of the common items, “Why didn’t Ostrich tell
everyone how fast she could run?”, and question 7 of the emerging items “Letter
sounds”, were singled out as being unclear.
There was also some difference in opinion about whether the length of the test was
manageable and whether students were able to concentrate for both sections of the test.
It took most Test Administrators 40 minutes on average to test one student. For each
section, most administration times were 15-20 minutes with some reporting as low as 10
minutes and as high as 60 minutes. Most Test Administrators said that the test needed
more time although interestingly, the Test Administrator who spent a bit longer testing,
thought it was too much.
Most Test Administrators thought that the reading tasks did not cater for Grade 1
students and some thought that the reading tasks did not cater for both Grades 1 and 2.
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They thought there was too much reading and that remembering the details of the story
was difficult for some students.

Mathematics tests
All Test Administrators agreed that the administration and scoring of the students’
responses was easy to carry out, while everyone agreed that the mathematics screening
tests were appropriate and useful to identify students with different levels of
mathematical skill.
Most Test Administrators agreed that the mathematics questions were clear and that
students understood what they were being asked to do. The mathematics test took 40-60
minutes on average to administer to each student. Most Test Administrators agreed that
this was a suitable amount of time. There were some Test Administrators who thought
that the arithmetic questions at the end of Mathematics Test 2H needed more time.
Like for the reading, Test Administrators thought that the mathematics tests were too
difficult for grade 1 and in some cases, Grade 2. They generally thought that the topics,
graphics and prompts were appropriate for all students, although two Test
Administrators who disagreed with this explaining that they thought that the topic of
graphs was not taught to students and that Grade 1 students are not familiar with
measurement.

Results
Description of Scaling Model
A unidimensional Rasch Item Response Model was used to scale the tests. For each of
the two subject areas (Mathematics and Reading),and delivery types (Interview and
Tablet), item difficulties were obtained for all the items in the hard and easy tests in a
calibration run, using common item linking so that these were on the same scale. The
software used was ACER Conquest, which fits a generalised multidimensional Rasch
item response model coupled with a multivariate latent regression model. More details
of the Conquest model can be found in Wu, Adams and Wilson (2007).

Grade outcomes and Targeting by Grade
With the item parameters fixed at the values obtained in the calibration run, each of the
three grades was run so as to obtain a person-item map of the student achievement
matched with the item difficulties. We examine these graphs for the 4 subject/delivery
combinations.
Exhibit 5 below lists the student ability means and standard deviations for all students
and the 3 grades.
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Exhibit 5: Mean and standard deviation for all students
Maths Paper

Read Paper

Maths Tablet

Read Tablet

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Grade1

-0.741

0.667083

-0.701

1.551451

-1.655

0.691375

-1.474

0.941276

Grade2

-0.039

0.67897

0.032

1.409965

-1.222

0.673795

-0.929

0.898888

Grade3

0.889

0.985393

1.411

1.534601

-0.488

0.541295

-0.239

0.751665

All

0.104

1.104083

0.295

1.621111

-1.133

0.797496

-0.876

1.006976

Overall it appears that the Interview tests are reasonably targeted, but that the students
find the Tablet tests hard. It should be remembered that the student numbers are low
and that we have a convenience sample. The abilities of the 4 combinations are not on
the same scale so should not be compared to each other. We see that the abilities
increase by grade as expected. There is a big jump on Interview Reading between the 2nd
and 3rd Grade related to the fact that only 51 students (nearly all at Grade 3 level) out of
240 did the harder test.
Students were given an easier or harder version of the test for Reading or Mathematics.
The table below shows the distribution of Grade 3 students across the versions. Most of
the Grade 3 students did the hard Maths Tablet or the hard Maths Interview but only
about half the Grade 3 students did the hard Reading test for Tablet or Interview.
Exhibit 6: Grade 3 Distribution across the Easy and Hard Tests
Grade3(all)

Easy

Hard

Read Tablet

78

38

40

Maths Tablet

80

14

66

Read Interview

79

39

40

Maths Interview

81

15

66
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Exhibit 7: Interview mathematics student abilities
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Exhibit 8: Interview reading student abilities
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Exhibit 9: Tablet-based mathematics student abilities
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Exhibit 10: Tablet-based reading student abilities
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In the Mathematics Interview, the distribution of the student abilities is basically
unimodal and symmetric within each grade. There is quite a large overlap of abilities
between the grades, and Grade 3 shows more spread than Grades 1 and 2. In fact, the
poorest performing student is in Grade 3.
In the Reading Interview, there is much more spread than was evident in Mathematics,
and though Grade 3 students on average performed clearly better than Grade 1 and 2
students, there is still a lot of overlap.
For the Mathematics Tablet based test, there are 6 items that were above the ability level
of any of the students even at Grade 3 level. The distributions of the students have a
similar spread to the Interview Mathematics test, though the Grade 3 distribution has
less spread. There is a tail of very poorly performing students in Grade 1.
The Reading Tablet based test shows much less spread than the corresponding paper
test, though more than the mathematics tablet test. Again there are several items above
the ability level of any of the students.

Gender outcomes and Gender DIF
An item in a test displays Differential item functioning (DIF) if and only if people from
different groups with the same underlying true ability have a different probability of giving
a certain response. So in the case of gender, once any overall gender difference is
accounted for in the IRT model, the interaction term between gender and an item will be
a measure of that item’s DIF.
There was no evidence of any gender effect overall for any of the 4 subject/delivery
combinations, the gender parameter being small and non-significant in each case, so we
do not report these here.
Although there were no overall gender effects, some of the items did exhibit gender DIF,
in that some items were clearly harder for boys than girls and vice versa. We give plots
for 3 of the combinations. The Reading Interview DIF run did not converge
satisfactorily, probably due to the large number of items (100) with the small data set.
With a larger data set DIF parameters should be obtainable. In the following graphs, a
positive DIF indicates an item that was harder for boys. We consider that there is DIF if
the parameter has absolute value greater than 0.3. This is a higher criterion than 0.2 that
is often used, but we decided on a higher value due to the small sample sizes. (As the
corresponding parameter for girls is minus that for the boys, the total DIF will be twice
the parameter shown on the graph). Points indicated in red are significant at the 5%
level.
In the Maths Interview DIF there are 10 items showing DIF, 6 of which are significant at
the 5% level. The largest absolute DIF was for item MSP0103, with a DIF of -0.55. The
Math Tablet DIF shows 8 items with DIF, all significant. Item M3085T02C has a large
DIF of -0.97. Finally, the Reading Tablet DIF has 13 DIF items, 6 of which are significant,
with the largest DIF of -0.62 for item R3097T02C.
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MNA0101
MNA0201
MNA0301
MNA0401
MNA0501
MNA0701
MNA0702
MNA0703_1
MNA0703_7
MNA0703_9
MNA0703_2
MNA0703_0
MNA0703_5
MNA0801
MNA0901
MNA1001
MNA1101
MNA1201_51
MNA1201_10
MNA1201_16
MNA1201_15
MNA1201_61
MNA1201_50
MNA1301
MNA1601
MNA3301
MNA1901
MNA2102
MFR0101
MFR0102
MFR0103
MFR0201
MMF0101
MMF0201
MMF0202
MMT0101
MMT0201
MMT0301
MMT0401
MMT0701
MGL0101
MGL0201
MGL0202
MGL0203
MNA0601
MGL0301
MTI0101
MTI0102
MTI0201
MTI0301
MTI0401
MSP0101
MSP0102
MSP0103
MNA1401
MNA1501
MNA1701
MNA1801
MNA2001
MNA2201
MNA2301
MNA2401
MNA2501
MNA2502
MNA2601
MNA3201
MMF0301
MMT0501
MMT0601
MMT0801
MGL0401
MGL0402
MTI0501
MTI0601
MTI0602
MTI0603
MSP0201
MSP0202
MSP0203
MNA2701
MNA2801
MNA2901
MNA3001
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Exhibit 11: Item DIF for Interview mathematics

Maths Interview

0.6

0.3

0

-0.3

-0.6
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M3124T01C

M3123T01C

M3122T01C

M3120T01C

M3119T01C

M3096T01C

M3093T01C

M3088T01C

M3085T03C

M3085T02C

M3085T01C

M3083T01C

M3082T01C

M3081T01C

M3080T01C

M3065T01C

M3064T01C

M3062T01C

M3061T01C

M3060T01C

M3059T01C

M3058T01C

M3057T01C

M3056T01C

M3050T01C

0.9

M3039T01C

M3038T01C

M3037T01C

M3036T01C

M3034T01C

M3032T01C

M3031T01C

M3028T01C

M3027T01C

M3022T01C

M3021T01C

M3020T01C

M3019T01C

M3018T01C

M3017T01C

M3016T01C

M3005T01C

M3004T01C

M3003T01C

M3002T01C

M3001T01C

M3000T01C
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Exhibit 12: Item DIF for tablet-based mathematics

Maths Tablet

0.6

0.3

0

-0.3

-0.6

-0.9

-1.2
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R3006T01C
R3008T02C
R3015T01C
R3015T02C
R3015T03C
R3015T04C
R3015T06C
R3015T07C
R3015T08C
R3015T09C
R3043T01C
R3043T02C
R3043T03C
R3044T01C
R3044T02C
R3044T03C
R3044T04C
R3044T05C
R3045T01C
R3045T02C
R3045T03C
R3045T04C
R3045T05C
R3048T01C
R3048T02C
R3048T03C
R3053T01C
R3055T01C
R3066T01C
R3066T03C
R3066T04C
R3066T05C
R3067T01C
R3067T02C
R3067T03C
R3072T01C
R3075T01C
R3075T02C
R3075T03C
R3079T01C
R3087T01C
R3087T02C
R3095T01C
R3095T02C
R3097T02C
R3097T04C
R3097T05C
R3097T06C
R3097T07C
R3097T08C
R3100T01C
R3101T01C
R3108T02C
R3108T03C
R3108T04C
R3108T05C
R3108T06C
R3201T01C
R3201T02C
R3201T03C
R3202T01C
R3202T02C
R3203T01C
R3203T02C
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Exhibit 13: Item DIF for tablet-based reading
0.6

Reading Tablet

0.3

0

-0.3

-0.6

-0.9
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Observations
Tablet Reading
Common items
Phonics and phonemic awareness
All 232 students who were given the Tablet assessment did the common items. Some of
the easiest common reading items assessed students’ phonics knowledge.
Students heard a word and then selected the first letter of this word.


72% identified ‘p’ as the first letter in pidi-pidi



66% identified ‘a’ as the first letter in apole



43% identified ‘l’ as the first letter in lamunu

The variation in the difficulty of different letters could be further investigated for these
items. Possibly, ‘l’ was harder because there were some incorrect options which sounded
similar or maybe the similarity between the letter ‘l’ and the number 1 was confusing.
It was more difficult for students to identify two pictures that both started with the same
first sound. Only a third of the students could do this.


31% identified the pictures of the candle and hat (same first sound in Sesotho
translation)



34% identified the pictures of the dress and bag

There was a problem with the item (R3067T02C – item 34 in the analysis) requiring
students to identify the pictures of the sock and shoe. Only 5% answered this correctly,
suggesting there was a problem with the audio or the translation.
About half of all the students could read some familiar words by matching a picture to a
given word.


57% matched a picture to the word girl



58% matched a picture to the word blanket



57% matched a picture to the word tree

The consistency of these results suggests it was the same group of students who either
recognized these words by sight or used some of the letters as a clue to work out the
word.
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Listening comprehension
All students listened to the story Aimal and then listened to the questions and the
options and selected the correct answer. This was hard. Only about 20% of students
were able to answer the questions correctly. Many students were probably guessing. It is
possible that students did not realize they could go back and listen to the book as many
times as they liked to find the answer to each question.
About 50% of the small group of 20 students, in the initial pre-pilot study, were able to
answer these questions correctly suggesting that other factors may have influenced the
difficulty in the pilot.

Emerging Tablet
Of the 232 students who were administered the tablet, 171 did the Emerging test
including 38 students from Grade 3 (approximately half the Grade 3 group). The
percentages in the following section only apply to these 171 students.

Phonics and phonemic awareness
A simple task of identifying letters was included in the Emerging test. Students heard a
letter name then selected this letter.


67% identified ‘s’



75% identified ‘o’



48% identified ‘e’



70% identified ‘m’



62% identified ‘r’

This indicates that approximately one third of the 171 students who did the Emerging
reader test did not know the names of these 5 letters. It should be noted that in this set of
items students were meant to hear the letter sound, but in the audio, the letter name
appears to have been used.
Slightly fewer students could identify same first sounds. Students heard a word and
then selected another word that started with the same first sound.


42% same first sound as tafole



55% same first sound as jase



57% same first sound as bolo

This indicates that approximately half of the 171 students who did the Emerging reader
test have not yet learned to hear and match the starting sounds in words.
Rhyming tasks were generally hard with between 20 - 36% of students able to select the
word that rhymed with a word they heard.
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Concepts of print
In the Emerging reader test 55% of students could differentiate a page of words from
strings of letters or punctuation marks and 56% identified a letter, rather than a
punctuation mark or symbol as being required to complete a word. Only 38% correctly
selected a word on a sign that also had symbols and numbers and 34% identified a word
compared with a squiggle, drawing and number.
This indicates that at least half the 171 students sitting the Emerging reader test had not
yet grasped basic ideas about words as clusters of letters at the time of the test
administration.
Students doing the Emerging test were mainly unfamiliar with print conventions
regarding book covers or reading direction.


22% selected the title as the words that tell you what the book is about



28% used the illustrations to predict the likely content of the book



15% selected the first word to show where to start reading



6% selected the last word to show where to finish reading on a page – this item
was possibly harder because the last word was at the end of the sentence under
the picture.

Concepts of print are typically skills that are very easy to teach and learned very
quickly. These results suggest students may benefit from more explicit teaching of these
skills when they start school.

Independent Tablet
Of the 232 students who were administered the tablet 61 were administered the
Independent Reader test including 40 students from Grade 3 (approximately half the
Grade 3 group). The percentages in the following section only apply to these 61
students. Note that 61 students is a very small sample and the results are not necessarily
indicative of what a larger sample of students might achieve.

Phonics and phonemic awareness
Approximately half the 61 students who did the Independent Tablet test were able to
hear and recognize some of the sounds in some short words.


42% first and last letter in peli



57% first and last letter in fofa



45% first and last letter in uena



59% middle letters in neng



68% middle letters in tala
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It is interesting that these students appeared to find the middle letters slightly easier
than the first and last letters in Sesotho. In English, the middle letters are usually the
more difficult sounds for students to hear.

Reading comprehension
In the Independent test 49% of students could match a picture to a sentence for Boys in a
Boat.
It was much harder for students to infer meaning or make generalizations in Drinking
Tea even though it only required students to read two simple sentences with familiar
vocabulary.


24% inferred what happened



29% generalized about the event

It was similarly difficult for students to make more complex meaning of the simple
sentences in Meena’s Bag.


22% inferred what was happening



14% identified the last place where Meena looked

There was a problem with the item Verb Match (R3072T01C - Item 36 in the analysis).
Only 11% of students answered it correctly. The translation or audio needs to be
checked.
Between 27% and 47% of the 61 students who did the Independent Tablet test could
read and answer questions about Apples which was a simple paragraph of narrative
text. The easiest questions required students to retrieve directly stated information and
the harder questions required them to make a simple inference.
Between 16% and 39% of these 61 students could read and answer questions about
Cheetah which was two paragraphs of information text with a diagram. The easiest
questions required retrieving directly stated information. Harder questions required
students to make comparisons and make a simple inference by connecting separated
information. The hardest question required students to identify the purpose of the text
was to inform rather than tell a story, suggesting this distinction has not been taught to
most of them.
These results indicate that approximately two-thirds of the 61 students doing the
Independent test have not yet developed a basic range of reading comprehension
strategies beyond retrieving directly stated information. These strategies are
appropriately taught initially through listening comprehension and then developed as
students begin to read independently.
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Interview Reading
Common items
All 240 of students administered the Interview did the common items.

Phonemic Awareness and phonics
About half the students could give the sounds in some short words.


49% identified f /a in fa



52% identified e/f/e in efe



45% identified i/l/a in ila



40% identified o/t/l/a in otla



41% identified s/e/t/u/l/o in setula

Students have to be able to hear the sounds in words in order to use their knowledge of
phonics to work out how to read or spell words. Approximately half the students have
not yet learned this skill. They need to master this early in schooling in order to progress
in reading.
About one third of the students were able to read some familiar words.


45% read ema



38% read nko



33% read otla



54% read buka



42% read jase



22% read uena



33% read tseba



35% read lieta

Possibly they recognized these words by sight or they used phonics knowledge to work
out the words. Slightly longer words were harder to read.

Concepts of Print
Some of the easier items in the Interview were about concepts of print.


41% recognised the title as the words that tell you what the book is about



54% predicted the likely content of a book using clues from the illustration



84% identified where to start reading on a page of text



43% identified where to finish reading
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64% identified a question mark



64% identified a full stop



9% identified talking marks

Concepts of print are not formally taught in the Lesotho curriculum, and these results
suggest these concepts might usefully be included. It is strange that 84% of students
knew where to start reading, but only half that number knew where to finish reading on
a page. Approximately one third of these students seem to have little understanding of
how print works.
The percentages are higher for these questions in the Interview, than for similar items in
the Tablet test, but the difference is that in the Tablet, these items were only given to the
Emerging readers and in the Interview all students did them.

Listening Comprehension
The easiest Interview questions about the Ostrich story required students to remember
directly stated key pieces of information


41% remembered one thing Ostrich said at the beginning



55% identified what happened to Ostrich when her feathers burnt



65% identified how Ostrich felt when she fell in the bush



58% identified why Ostrich was always running

It was much harder for students to infer ideas that were not directly stated, provide
explanations or make generalisations about the story.


28% inferred how the other animals felt about Ostrich boasting



28% explained why Ostrich got smaller and smaller



24% explained why Ostrich did not tell everyone about her running skills



18% identified what the story tells us about Ostriches today.

The Ostrich story was easier for students to answer questions about than Aimal which
was delivered on tablet. It is hard to know if this was because Grade 1 students in
particular found the tablet too challenging or if the Ostrich story was a more familiar
text than Aimal. Also, the Ostrich story was better supported with illustrations. It would
be useful to run a small pilot with the same listening comprehension items delivered in
either mode.

Fluency
All students were given the fluency screening test and 11% were able to read a short
passage with word-for-word accuracy. An additional 10% read most of the text, but
made more than 5 errors. 12% could point to and read 5 different words. However, 65%
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of the 240 students either did not attempt to read the passage or could not point and
read 5 different words.

Emerging test
Of the 240 students administered the Interview, 189 were given the Emerging test
including 39 students in Grade 3 (approximately half of the Grade 3 group). The
percentages in the following section refer to these 189 students.

Phonics and phonemic awareness
Between 41% and 70% of the 189 students doing the Emerging Interview test could give
a sound for most of the letters of the alphabet. The easiest letter was ‘s’ with 70% giving
the correct sound. The exception was ‘q’ which only 14% knew. Approximately half the
students in this group knew most of their letters.
Students were also asked to say the first sound in a word the administrator read to
them. Between 64% and 79% of students were able to do this. The percentages correct for
this task were similar to the tablet task where students heard a word and selected the
first letter.
Recognising rhyming words was of similar difficulty with between 52% and 79% of
students able to identify if a pair of words rhymed or not. This task was much easier
than a similar tablet task. On tablet students heard a word and then listened to 3 options
to select the one that rhymed requiring them to hold more information in their heads. In
the Interview they heard a pair of words and decided if it rhymed or not. Three possible
pairs were given for each word. Note in a larger study the statistics for the three pairs of
items would be collapsed. That is, students would have to get all three pairs correct to
score a point, because the choice between rhyming or not can be guessed too easily.

Concepts of print
The easiest item in the test asked students to point to a word on a sign which 94% could
do. Surprisingly, only 40% could point to a number on the sign, suggesting many
students have a limited understanding about printed text. However many students were
familiar with matching upper case and lower case letters.


67% predicted the likely meaning of a sign from the illustrations



89% identified a capital letter



66% identified another ‘s’ matching upper and lower case letters



81% identified another ‘t’ matching upper and lower case letters

Independent Reader
Of the 240 students who were given the Reading Interview, only 51 were administered
the Independent Reader test including 40 students from Grade 3 (approximately half the
Grade 3 group). The percentages in the following section only apply to these 51
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students. Note that 51 students is a very small sample and the results are not necessarily
indicative of what a larger sample of students might achieve.

Reading Comprehension
All 51 students correctly identified the picture that matched the sentence about boys in a
boat. Over 90% were able to select the word that matched a picture for carrot, dress, goat
and button.
Locating directly stated information by matching a picture to a word in simple sentence
was also very easy.


82% identified what Dad was given



86% identified who was given a bag

Interestingly, the point bi-serials for these items were very low, suggesting a minimal
correlation between students getting these items right and answering other harder items
in the test correctly that required interpreting the meaning of the words. The point biserials were much better for the two Kabela items were students could not use a direct
word match to find the answer. The point bi-serial was low for the Kabela item that
could be answered with a word match. None of the three Mpho items could be
answered with a direct word match and these also all had higher point bi-serials than
the word matching items.
There are insufficient numbers to draw conclusions, but these results are indicative of
the importance of teaching students a much wider range of reading comprehension
strategies than simple word matching.
Between 41% and 94% of the 51 students were able to correctly answer the questions
about Tello and the horse. Two of the questions required students to write their answers:
66% explained why Tello had to go to the market and 80% explained what frightened
the horse in writing. The hardest question required students to make a simple inference
about why Tello smiled, which only 41% could do. It was also hard to identify the
purpose of the text as telling a story with 45% of students able to do this.
The Meerkat text, which had been considered possibly too hard because of the
unfamiliar content was understood by many of these 51 students. Between 47% and 92%
of students answered the questions correctly. The easiest question asked students to
match a description in the text with a picture to identify which meerkat was being a
sentry. The hardest question required students to identify what eagles and snakes want
to do. The item statistics suggest that the first incorrect option of ‘hide’ was too plausible
for many students. In a larger study with more data to support making decisions, this
option would probably be changed.
About half of the small group of 51 students who did the Independent Reader Interview
test demonstrated a wide range of reading comprehension strategies and reading skills
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that are considerably more advanced than the 185 students who did the Emerging
Reader test.
The Tello and Meerkat items were answered more successfully by students doing the
Interview than the Apples and Cheetah items on tablet. With such small numbers it is
quite possible that the students who did the Independent Reading Interview had a
higher reading ability than the students who did the Independent Reading on the tablet.
It is also possible that students using the tablet had not fully understood how to use the
electronic book and that they could look back to find the answers.

Interview Mathematics
Common items
Number and operations
All 236 of the students who did the interview did the common items. Recognising 10
was the easiest of the number and operations items, but approximately 20% of students
were not able to do this.


82% read 10



68% read 50



61% read 51



59% read 15



65% read 16



61% read 61



65% counted by 1s from 35 to 42



11% identified 19 as next in a pattern of counting by odd numbers given 13, 15, 17



72% identified a hat as next in a pattern of objects.

This suggests that multiples of ten are easier to identify. Those students who were able
to read other two digit numbers also understood the importance of place value as they
could distinguish 15 and 51 for example. It appears that these students could also count
by ones starting from 35. Number patterns are not included in the Lesotho curriculum,
though there are good reasons for teaching these skills. Only 11% of students identified
and were able to continue an odd counting pattern. Given that many students could
identify a pattern of objects, this suggests students have pattern skills that could be
extended to working with patterns in number.
Word problems were challenging. Approximately one third, or 90 of the 236 students
were able to solve simple addition and sharing problems.


37% identified how many marbles left if 7 fall out of a bag of 14
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37% were able to identify how many pencils to exchange so both students had the
same amount



37% shared 18 eggs into three baskets



37% also identified a number sentence to show sharing the eggs

The point bi-serial for the pencil exchange item was extremely low, suggesting many
students may have guessed the answer to this item, however the point bi-serials were
good for the other two items.
About one third of the students were able to add without carrying, fewer could subtract
without carrying, but only about 10% of all 238 students were able to correctly add and
subtract 2-digit numbers with carrying. This suggests even by Grade 3 only a few
students (approximately 23) have a working understanding of how to calculate with
numbers.


35% 24 + 15



23% 57 - 35



11% 67 + 26



10% 66 – 27



24% 7 x 3

Fractions and money
Students were most familiar with a square cut in half horizontally and less familiar with
other ways of representing half.


69% identified a square cut on the diagonal as half



77% identified a square that was not cut in half (vertical)



87% identified a square cut in half horizontally

This suggests students need more exposure to different ways of modelling half as well
as exposure to incorrect models.
Students appeared to be mainly unfamiliar with the notion of fractions as part of a
collection. Only 17% identified a box with ¼ of the apples circled, but the point bi-serial
was so low it suggests most students were guessing. It is critical that students learn
about fractions of collections as this will support the later development of their
understanding of decimals and algebra.
Only 30% of students were able to identify coins to make 60 liscente.
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Measurement
Only one third of the students had an understanding of measurement metrics.


68% identified which was heaviest on a see-saw that had one end on the ground



27% identified which was heaviest when the see-saw was tilted.

In a larger study these two items would be collapsed as there is a 50% chance of
guessing the correct answer. Only students who got both questions correct would get
one point, which would be 27% of students.


35% of students recognised the metric used for measuring height

Shape
Many students knew the names of shapes.


79% pointed to a triangle



68% pointed to a rectangle



55% pointed to the shape to the left of the circle



77% pointed to the third shape



85% pointed to all triangles

Students possibly became more confident as they worked through this task as it is odd
that they would find it slightly harder to identify one triangle than all triangles.

Data
About one third of students understood data from graphs, though more were able to
count when the question was clear about what to count.


47% identified the fruit that sold the most



71% identified how many grapes



36% explained why the number of bananas and oranges was the same

Interview Test 1 Easy Items
The Easy Test items for the interview were given to 105 students including 15 of the 81
Grade 3 students. The percentages in the following section refer to a proportion of this
group of 105 students.

Number and operations
It was easy for most of the 105 students doing the Easy Test 1 to count small collections.


78% identified which collection had more cups



97% counted 3 hats
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94% counted 7 pencils



90% counted by 1s to 15



86% counted 15 balls



73% realised there were zero cats in a box



59% identified the digit to represent zero cats as 0



91% read 1



88% read 7



69% read 9



91% read 2



86% read 0



88% read 5

It is interesting that it was harder for students to compare two collections, requiring an
application of their counting skills, to identify which box had more cups, than to simply
count. Similarly, 86% of students could name zero, but only 59% were able to
operationalise this knowledge and identify an instance of zero cats. This suggests almost
half the 105 students have rote knowledge and need more opportunities to practice their
skills in real-liffe contexts. Approximately 10% of students in this group cannot yet
name any digits, but they can almost all count collections of 5 or less objects.
Word problems were easy for addition but harder for subtraction for this group of 105
students. Only one third were familiar with number sentences.


81% could count the objects to work out that 4 and 5 more makes 9



51% could subtract 3 from 9 biscuits



32% could recognize a number sentence that represented 7 + 3 = 10

Money
Students appeared confused by the difference between a 5 Rand and 5 Maloti coin with
only 20% able to identify the 5 Maloti coin. However 78% were able to identify which
coin was worth the most in a collection.

Measurement
It was easy for 90% of these 105 students to identify the longest pencil, but only 44%
identified the longest rope and the point bi-serial was so low for this item, that it
suggests many students were guessing. This suggests students have a lack of practical
understanding of length and that the only models of length that are presented in class
are straight lines. A more varied approach to teaching length is recommended.
Students appeared to be unfamiliar with the idea of sequencing events in time. Only
15% were able to identify the first thing that happened in a sequence of illustrations and
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19% identified the last thing. However, they did understand duration better as 81%
recognised which of three everyday events would take the longest to do.
These students were mainly unfamiliar with analogue clocks. Only 26% could tell the
time as 3 o’clock and 22% for half past five.

Interview Test 2 Hard Items
Number and operations
The hard Interview test was administered to 138 students including 66 of the 81 Grade 3
students. The percentages in the following section refer to the proportions of these 138
students.


44% counted from 96 to 105



21% counted by 10s to 120



47% counted by 5s to 35

This suggests that more than half the students in this group were not comfortable with
counting over 100. It is particularly surprising that so few students were able to count by
10s as this is a critical skill in understanding how place value works in a base 10 system.
It is strongly recommended that a great deal more teaching time is given to skip
counting by 10s, 2s and 5s.
Students’ generally weak understanding of place value was also indicated in reading 3digit numbers.


46% recognized 940 as the largest number in a set



34% identified 147 as the smallest number



28% were able to read 950



20% were able to identify the number on an abacus

It was easiest for students to recognize 940 as the largest number because it starts with 9.
The low percentages for the other items, suggests approximately one third (about 38) of
these students were comfortable ordering 3-digit numbers.
About half the students (48%) were able to add a note and two coins.
Most students struggled with arithmetic with 3-digit numbers especially if any carrying
was required. Almost none had a strategy for solving 20 x 12, though if they were more
familiar with counting by 10s they might have realized they could multiply 12 by 10
twice and add these numbers together.


36% 104 + 35



15% 642 + 259
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34% 354 – 121



14% 439 -250



1% 20 x 12

Measurement


13% realized that kilograms are the unit used for weight



75% read the length of a nail from a ruler



14% read the amount of water in a jug from the calibrations on the jug

This suggests that while many of these 138 students had a working knowledge of how to
measure length when a nail was aligned with a ruler they have little understanding of
mass or capacity.
An analogue clock showing a quarter to ten was recognized by 42% of students.
Many students could read information directly from a calendar, but most struggled to
interpret the calendar.


59% identified the day of the week for August 17



6% identified the date for the third Tuesday



26% identified how many Mondays in August

This suggests students have some rote knowledge of calendars rather than a working
understanding.

Shape


38% identified a cube



33% identified a pyramid

Data


36% identified the day on which it was 12°C



33% identified the temperature at 3pm on Friday



13% identified the temperature at 3pm on Thursday – a fraction

Students who were able to read the temperature data were mainly unfamiliar with the
convention of expressing fractions in a graphic form.
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Tablet Mathematics
Common items
Number and operations
All 238 of the students who did the tablet assessment did the common items. The item
requiring students to identify a ‘counting by tens’ number pattern, and select the next
number in the pattern, was the easiest of the number and operations items, but
approximately 40% of students were not able to do this.
Only 12% of students were able to recognise a ‘counting by two’s’ pattern and select the
correct missing number, while 37% were able to correctly select the missing number in a
‘counting by fives’ pattern.
46% of students who were able to correctly select the two-digit number represented by
bundles of ten pencils and single pencils, and distinguished 23 and 32, demonstrating
some understanding of place value. However, only 26% of students were able to
correctly order four two-digit numbers from smallest to largest.
A problem-solving item requiring students to determine how many pencils needed to be
moved from one group to another to make the groups equal proved to be extremely
difficult with only 6% of students responding correctly. In the Interview 37% of students
answered this correctly, but the point bi-serial was extremely low suggesting most of the
Interview students guessed the answer.
The most difficult question required students to select the next three beads in a
repeating five bead pattern. Only two students correctly selected the beads. The four
object pattern of horses and cows facing different directions also proved difficult with
only 11% of students successful in selecting the next two elements in the pattern. In the
Interview 72% of students recognised the hat as next in a very simple two:one pattern.
The Tablet data suggests students have little experience of slightly more complex
patterns.

Fractions
Only 23% of students identified one quarter of the horses circled. The very low point biserial implies that most were guessing. This was similar to the 17% of Interview students
who identified a quarter of apples circled. An understanding of fractions of a group is
critical as a basis for understanding decimal numbers and algebra.

Measurement
A complex item requiring students to determine the heaviest object proved to be
extremely difficult with only 5% selecting correctly. The very low point bi-serial
suggests that most were guessing.
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Time
30% of students were able to correctly order the days of the week and almost 20% were
able to identify an o’clock time on an analogue clock.

Location
35% of students followed instructions to turn right and left to arrive at the correct location.
Data
Only 10% of students understood data from a bar graph, to identify the coldest day.

Probability
22% of students correctly identified the colour most likely to be taken out of a bag of
coloured marbles.

Tablet Test 1 Easy Items
The Easy Test items for the tablet were given to 116 students including 14 of the 80
Grade 3 students. The percentages in the following section refer to a proportion of this
group of 116 students.

Number
Almost half the students were able to match the digit ‘5’ to a group of 5 objects. 28% of
students correctly answered a question requiring them to count a collection of 11 objects
arranged in a circle and match to the correct digit. Only 22% counted 3 collections of up
to 16 objects and matched them with the correct digit.
These Tablet items were harder than the Interview counting items where students could
simply count collections and say the quantity without identifying the correct digit.
Typically students learn to count small collections and identify the total before being
able to recognize the digits.
One quarter of the students correctly solved a simple worded subtraction problem using
numbers up to 15. However, this group of students found it more difficult to solve a
simple addition problem using similar numbers with only 17% providing a correct
response. It is interesting that a simple worded problem requiring multiplication of
single digit numbers was correctly answered by 36% of these students.

Fractions and Money
41% of students identified the cake that was cut in half. This is consistent with the
results of fraction items presented in the interview assessment and also reflects the
introduction of fractions to the Lesotho mathematics curriculum in the second year of
school.
Only 6 students matched the coins to their values. This indicates the same confusion
between the 5 Rand and 5 Maloti coins that also occurred with this item in the Interview.
However 22% were able to identify the cheapest item.
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Measurement
As found from the interview, comparing the length of objects was quite easy for these
students with 82% identifying the tallest boy. Similarly, fewer students (53%) were able
to identify the longest rope and so did not understand that the curled ropes would be
longer when straightened out. This is most likely due to a lack of real life experience
with similar situations.
Sequencing the growth of a person from baby to boy to man and elderly man proved to
be extremely difficult with only 4 of the 116 students being able to do this item. The time
sequencing item in the Interview was also extremely hard indicating that this is an area
unfamiliar to students.

Shape and Location
More than half of these students (57%) correctly identified the triangle in a group of two
dimensional shapes.
More than 40% of students placed the objects correctly ‘on’, ‘under’ and ‘next to’ the
table demonstrating a clear understanding of locational language at this level.

Data
Almost 70% of students correctly identified the person with the most buttons from a
simple bar graph. However, only 28% could determine which coloured marble there
were most of, from a tally chart. This would suggest that greater experience in collecting
and comparing data using tally marks is needed.

Tablet Test 2 Hard Items
Number and operations
The hard Tablet test was administered to 122 students including 66 of the 80 Grade 3
students. The percentages in the following section refer to the proportions of these 122
students.
63% of students correctly selected the three-digit number represented by the bundles of
hundreds, tens and single pencils. This percentage was reduced to 51% for a similar item
with no single pencils represented in the image.
It is interesting that only 30% of students were able to place three, three-digit numbers in
order from smallest to largest.
Particularly difficult items for students were worded problems. One required students
to carry out a simple subtraction and apply this to their understanding of fractions of a
collection. Only 13% of students were able to correctly solve this problem. Similarly,
only 13% were able to solve a simple problem requiring subtraction using two-digit
numbers.
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Money
64% of students were able add several coins to determine which group of coins totalled
10 maloti. 43% added collections of coins and notes to correctly identify the group with
the most money. These results are consistent with those of the Interview assessment.

Measurement
Of these 122 students, 75% were able to read a ruler to measure the length of a nail.
However, only 13% could identify the balance (see saw) showing the heaviest object.
These findings are consistent with those of the Interview assessment, showing a
significant difference in students’ understanding of length in comparison to other
measurement areas.
An item requiring students to calculate the duration of time in minutes proved to be
difficult for these students. This is not included in the Lesotho curriculum for the first
three years of school and so this result is expected and was included to challenge more
able students. 35% of students answered correctly. Only 17% of students were able to
match the winter season with a month occurring in that season. Knowledge and
understanding of the seasons is not specified in the Lesotho curriculum however, would
generally be covered as part of investigating ‘time in relation to everyday life’.

Shape


36% identified a cube in a group of three dimensional shapes.



43% identified a pyramid in a group of everyday shapes.
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Conclusions
On targeting by mode
The items that were used in the Reading Tablet assessment were not the same as the
items that were used in the Reading Interview though they were intended to be of an
approximately similar level of difficulty. Different items were also used in the Interview
and Tablet tests for mathematics. For each subject area there is an Interview scale and a
Tablet scale. These scales are not linked so cannot be directly compared. It is only
possible to make general observations in a comparison of the two delivery modes for
each learning area for this pilot.
The items in both the Tablet and the Interview had a wide distribution of difficulty for
both reading and mathematics. The person-item maps (Exhibits 6, 7, 8 and 9) suggest
that the Tablet items were generally harder than the Interview items particularly for
mathematics. There were more very easy items in the Interview for reading and
mathematics and more very hard items in the Tablet. One reason for the increased
number of easy items in the Interview is that there were more simple knowledge items
whereas the Tablet required students to do more to demonstrate their understanding.
For example, in Reading, students were asked to give a sound for each letter of the
alphabet, making 18 relatively easy items, whereas in the Tablet there were only 5 items
matching letters to sounds and students had to listen to the instructions and then make a
selection. Similarly in the Mathematics Interview there were quite a few counting aloud
and number recognition items that were generally easier than similar Tablet items where
students had to do more to demonstrate their understanding.
Another issue to consider in comparing the modes of delivery is whether the items were
common and administered to all students or only administered to some. Only about 50
students did the Independent reader test in the Interview or on Tablet. These numbers
are so small, that it is entirely possible that the Independent Reader students doing the
Interview had a higher level of ability than the students doing the Tablet. About half the
total number of students did either Test 1 or Test 2 in mathematics for either mode, but a
this is still too small to be representative.
All students did a listening comprehension task in reading. The Aimal listening
comprehension story was more difficult for students to answer questions about on
Tablet than the Ostrich story used in the Interview based on the facility or percentage
correct. The Aimal story was possibly harder for Lesotho students because the events
are quite subtle, it is also possibly a less familiar kind of story than the Ostrich fable. It is
also possible that students working on the Tablet had not had enough practice with the
electronic book and did not realise they could go back and listen to pages to find the
answers to the questions.
Some of the common items were also similar in the two modes of mathematics, however
the Tablet version was often more demanding for example, students had to order
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numbers in the Tablet that they simply named in the Interview. Some items addressing
similar skills had similar facilities across both modes and others varied. Close
investigation of each item is necessary to understand the differences in what students
were being asked to demonstrate. Feedback from the administrators suggested that
Grade 1 students found the Tablet quite challenging. It is difficult to separate the
administrators’ concerns that the items in both the Interview and the Tablet were too
hard for Grade 1 from their concerns about students navigating the Tablet assessment,
but it would appear that the Interview is a more appropriate format for Grade 1
students.
Fatigue is a possible issue that may have made the Tablet tests harder as students doing
the Tablet did both mathematics and reading tests whereas students doing the Interview
only did one test.
Language is also a possible issue. Some of the administrators commented that the
mathematics test should have been in English rather than Sesotho. It is not clear how
closely the administrators kept to the Sesotho script in the Interview. If they translated
the questions into English when students did not understand, this would clearly have
given the Interview students an advantage over students doing the Tablet. One general
advantage of the Tablet assessment is that the administration is standardised and
ensures comparability of data.
The Tablet test is an efficient and reliable way of collecting data as no manual data entry
is required, but it does require administrators to correctly log students in and it also
requires operational tablets.
The administrators were in agreement that the Tablet was suitable for Grade 3 and that
these students found the Tablet assessment highly engaging. Several administrators
commented that some students needed more time to master drag and drop
functionality. Sufficient practice time is critical for all students.
There was also concern from some administrators that students with hearing problems
and learning difficulties struggled with the Tablet, though presumably these students
would also have struggled with the Interview. This may suggest that a higher
percentage of the students taking the Tablet in the pilot had learning problems. On the
basis of the pilot data, an Interview assessment would seem to be more appropriate for
Grade 1 and a Tablet assessment for Grade 3 with either mode being possible for Grade
2. It would be critical to ensure that any students being given the Tablet assessment had
sufficient practice time, especially to ensure they understood how to use the electronic
book and use drag and drop.
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Future Assessments
Given the large overlap in student achievement between grade levels, a comprehensive
snapshot of the performance of the population in the early years of school can be gained
by assessing students in Grade 1 and Grade 3. It is not necessary to also assess students
in Grade 2.
The large spread in student achievement in each Grade also suggests that targeted
teaching is required for reading and mathematics. That is, students need to be put into
different groups according to their current level of skill. The teaching is then targeted at
the skills they need to learn. For example, some students in Grade 3 have not yet learned
the basics of letter-sound correspondence and how to hear sounds in words that is in the
Grade 1 curriculum and other students are reading short passages of text independently.
These students have completely different teaching needs for reading. Similarly in
mathematics, some students in Grade 3 have not yet learned to basic mathematical
concepts from the Grade 1 curriculum and some Grade 1 students are ready to do more
than what the Grade 1 curriculum has covered.
One possible way to use the pilot assessments to both inform learning and to monitor
progress would be to use a modified version of the Interview in Grades 1, 2 and 3 for all
students as a placement tool to put students with similar levels skill into teaching
groups for reading and mathematics. The Tablet assessment could be given to a random
sample of Grade 3 students every few years to monitor progress and the impact of
changed practice.
Teachers could be trained to administer the Interview to all students who could then be
placed in teaching groups for reading and mathematics regardless of the students’ ages.
That is, the beginning reader group will have students from Grades 1, 2 and 3 or
possibly even higher. These students would be taught at Grade 1 level. More able
reading groups would be taught at a higher level. The same would apply for
mathematics. Students might spend one hour a day in a reading teaching group and one
hour a day in a mathematics teaching group. As students demonstrated improvement
they could be moved to a higher level teaching group. Students could rejoin their ageappropriate grade for the rest of the subjects as it is also important for them to spend
time with the age-peers.
The Interview would need to be modified to better cater for the range of student ability
for each of the grades in light of the pilot data. Also, items with poor statistics would
need to be investigated and amended, removed or replaced.
The Tablet would similarly require modification to suit Grade 3, with items with poor
statistics amended, removed or replaced. If a proper random sample was drawn for
Grade 3 it would only be necessary to implement the Tablet assessment every few years
to monitor any changes in the achievements of students in Grade 3.
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Curriculum Implications
The pilot data suggest that there is a wide range of student achievement in each of the
grades. While the administrators were generally concerned that all of the assessments
were too hard for Grade 1, the statistics indicate that for many Grade 1 students there
was a reasonable match between their ability and the difficulty of the test items
particularly in reading. The person-item maps (Exhibits 6, 7, 8, and 9) indicate that there
were quite a few Grade 1 students with more literacy skills than the curriculum specifies
for Grade 1. Similarly there were some highly competent students in Grades 2 and 3.
Many teachers are surprised by how able some of their students actually are, when they
receive data from a standardised assessment. Teachers often expect that students only
learn what is taught to them in class, whereas there are many other contexts that can
support student learning.
However, there were also many students in Grade 3 whose reading literacy skills were
less than those of the able Grade 1 and Grade 2 students for either delivery mode.
Approximately half the students from Grade 3 did the Independent reading assessment
in either mode (40 students for each mode) indicating that the other 80 students were
not yet able to read 5 words from a screening passage. Of the 50 students who did the
Independent Reader Interview, approximately 25 were able to answer most of the
reading comprehension questions. Similar proportions apply to the Reader Tablet. More
data is required to make any definitive statements, but these data would indicate that at
least three-quarters of the Grade 3 students in the pilot had not yet learned to read
independently with understanding. The Grade 3 Reading Literacy curriculum outcomes
are probably too hard for these students. They have not yet mastered the skills they
were supposed to learn in Grade 1 or Grade 2.
Similarly in mathematics for either delivery mode, there were quite a few Grade 1
students with more mathematical skills than the curriculum specifies as well as some
highly competent students in Grades 2 and 3. The mathematics person-item maps
(exhibition 6, 7, 8 and 9) suggest that school teaching is more critical for mathematics
than for reading as there are fewer highly able mathematics students in Grade 1
compared with the distributions for reading. There were also quite a few students in
Grade 3 whose mathematical skills were less than those of the more able Grade 1
students.
About 80 students from each grade did the mathematics assessments with about 100
doing the easier test and about 138 doing the harder test. There were 80 Grade 3
students for each delivery mode and 66 of these students did the harder test for each
mode while 15 did the easier test.
The pilot data suggest that most students are able to count small collections of under 10
objects and they have also learned the names of digits and shapes and some simple
aspects of measurement. However, a smaller proportion of students were able to apply
this knowledge. For example 81% of all Interview students could name the digit zero,
but only 59% could label an empty box as containing 0 cats. Most students were able to
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do simple one-digit additions with 81% of all Interview students able to add four and
five but only 51% could subtract three from nine. Adding and subtracting two-digit
numbers was more difficult, and three-digit numbers harder again. Only about 15% of
the 138 students sitting the hard Interview (about 20 students) were able to add and
subtract three-digit numbers with carrying. However, more data is required to confirm
if this pattern is representative. Number patterns were particularly weak. This is not
explicitly taught, but it is strongly recommended as students understanding of place
value would be greatly enhanced by being able to count by 10s and their understanding
of multiples enhanced by counting by 5s and 2s. About one third of the students who
did the hard Interview (approximately 46 students) were able to order three digit
numbers suggesting that two-thirds of the students who did the hard Interview had not
yet grasped basic ideas about place value.
Students in the pilot had a limited understanding of measurement that probably
reflected the restricted examples they had been shown in class. Limited resources and
large class sizes would make it extremely challenging for teachers to conduct hands-on
measurement experiences with students. The pilot data suggested students were only
familiar with length in relation to straight lines. Most students struggled to sequence
events in time, though they had a better understanding of the comparative duration of
everyday events. They had limited practical understanding of mass or capacity.
Most students could count data represented on simple bar graphs, but few understood
the conventions of the display sufficiently to be able to interpret the data.
The pilot data suggest that many Grade 3 students are working below the curriculum
outcomes for Grade 3. They need to spend more time consolidating the skills in the
Grade 1 and Grade 2 curriculum outcomes. They particularly need a deeper
understanding of place value to enable them to successfully proceed to higher levels of
the curriculum. However, a small group of the pilot students in Grades 2 and 3
demonstrated a good grasp of mathematics. The teaching needs of these two groups are
so different that separate mathematics classes are most likely required.
The curriculum review identified a limited focus on reading literacy. The poor reading
skills of many of the Grade 3 students in the pilot suggest that this aspect of the
curriculum needs much more attention. Reading skills are barely mentioned in the
learning outcomes of the integrated curriculum. Teachers need to develop explicit
teaching strategies from the start of school that will support students’ learning.
The language of instruction for reading is also an issue. If the pilot data is an accurate
reflection of the situation in Lesotho, three-quarters of students have not yet begun to
read in Sesotho by Grade 3 which is the point at which they begin the transition to
reading in English. It may be more effective, in terms of reading literacy, to teach these
students to read in English from the outset. Sesotho could still be taught, but primarily
as an oral language with the Sesotho window as the means for teaching cultural
understanding and the development of oral language skills.
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Recommendations
Recommendation 1. Use interview assessments as placement tools in the early grades
numeracy and reading literacy. Teachers could be taught to use such a tool to put
students with similar levels skill into teaching groups for reading and mathematics,
regardless of the student’s grade.
Recommendation 2. Improve the interview assessment to make it appropriate for use
across the early grades. More items could be included at the various difficulty levels for
each content area and items showing poor statistics should be improved or replaced.
Recommendation 3. Develop a sample survey based assessment program to monitor
numeracy and reading literacy of the Grade 3 population. After determining an
appropriate assessment tool (see recommendation 4), the tool should be developed by
including more items for each content area and taking these into a full scale field trial.
From the field trail, the best items are then selected for a main survey. Up to 18 months
should be allowed to develop and implement the first assessment, with subsequent
assessments being repeated every three or four years.
Recommendation 4. Use the tablet-based assessment as the tool for monitoring
numeracy and reading literacy in the Grade 3 population. The pilot demonstrated that
the tablet is an appropriate tool for Grade 3 students. When undertaking a population
survey in which a sample of student is selected, the advantages of the tablet over the
interview are apparent from the pilot. The tablet assessment can be administered in both
numeracy and reading literacy to six students, in the same time that takes a test
administrator to administer just one subject (numeracy or reading literacy) to just one
student. Further, the tablet assessment is standardised in its delivery – the test
administrator has little opportunity to alter the test conditions by, for example,
prompting the student in English. By all accounts, the tablet is also a very engaging tool
and motivates the student to respond.
Recommendation 5. Gaps identified in the early years’ curricula should be addressed.
In particular, reading literacy and reading skills should be strengthened in the
curriculum. Consideration should also be given to teaching reading in English from
Grade 1. For numeracy, place value was identified as an area to be strengthened
especially in Grades 1 and 2.
Recommendation 6. The capacity development plan presented in Appendix 1 should
be adopted. In particular, the essential technical and management skill areas discussed
in section 2.3 of the capacity development review could be developed efficiently through
formal training. Modification to the draft plan can easily be made to accommodate
changes to timelines and budget.
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Appendix 1: ECoL Capacity review and
capacity development plan
Due to size constraints, appendix 1 is a separate document called
Appendix1_ECoLCapacityReview&Plan.docx

Appendix 2: Item analyses
Due to size constraints, appendix 2 is split into two separate documents called
Appendix2_ItemAnalyses_Reading.pdf and Appendix2_ItemAnalyses_Maths.pdf

Appendix 3: Interview instruments
Due to size constraints, appendix 3 is a separate document called
Appendix3_InterviewInstruments.pdf

Appendix 4: Tablet instruments
Due to size constraints, appendix 4 is split into two separate documents called
Appendix4_TabletInstruments_Reading.pdf and Appendix4_TabletInstruments_Maths.pdf.

Appendix 5: Frameworks
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Reading Tablet Design
Green font is reader’s test form
Aspect
Independent
Reading
& Vocabulary

Skill
Reading
Comprehension

Red Font is non-reader’s test form
Category
Paragraphs

Sentence

Indep



Emerg



words

Oral Language
Comprehension
& Vocabulary
Print
Conventions

Listening
Comprehension








Paragraphs
Sentence

Recognising page
design

Sentences
Words

Recognising
punctuation

Sentences

Rhyming
Letter name and
sound knowledge
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Details
5
6

Apples (5)
Cheetah (6)

5

Match pictures to single words
Read single words

4
2

Listen to story that has some inference and
linking required.
Vocabulary recognising the meaning of less
familiar words from context
Touch the title, author, place to start reading,
page number etc. Identify the communicative
purpose of the cover illustration
Punctuation – recognise a full stop

6

Boys in boat (1)
Drinking tea (2)
Meena’s bag (2)
Market stall
Girl
blanket
tree
identify words (2)
Aimal

2

Aimal

4

Healthy Teeth

1

Full stop

Recognising writing, letters and words as
distinct from symbols in text. Touch some
writing, touch a number, letter, word

4

Select the word that rhymes with a given word
Name letters
Same first sounds
Identify letters in words: first, last, middle

5
5
9
5

Noticeboard
Church Sign
Page of words
Last letter in Book
Hearing Rhyme (5)
Letter name (5)
Same first sound by letter (3)
Matching pics with same first
sound (3)
First letter in word (3)
First and Last Letter (3)
Middle Letter (2)



Recognising
words, symbols in
text.
Phonemic
Awareness and
Phonics



Black font means appearing in both test forms

Ideas to base items around
Read text independently and answer questions –
narrative text
Simple Information text
Interpret meaning in sentences



Sentences
Letters
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Mathematics Interview Design
Curriculum
Strand

Substrand

Year
1

2
Number &
Place Value
3
Number

Fractions

Money &
Financial

1
2
3
1
2
3
1

Measurement

Length,
weight, mass,
volume and
distance

2

3

Number
of Items

Curriculum Descriptors
Sort and make sets of up to five numbers
Understand the value of numerals and associate them with names and symbols
Deepen knowledge of the value of numerals 1-20 and associate them with names and symbols
Sort and make sets of up to 10 members
Know the value of numerals and associate them with names and symbols
Reinforce knowledge of the place value of 2-digit numbers and use addition and subtraction operations
Master set formation
Know the value of numerals and associate them with names and symbols
Demonstrate understanding of place value of 3-digit numbers
Add 3-digit numbers with and without carrying, the sum being within the range 1-1000
Subtract 3-digit numbers with and without borrowing
Reinforce knowledge of the place value of 3-digit numbers and use addition and subtraction operations
Reinforce knowledge of the place value of 3-digit numbers and use multiplication and division operations
Reinforce their understanding of set formation
Identify and name one or more parts of the same object using fractions in practical situations (halves and quarters)

Demonstrate an understanding of the use and value of money using Lesotho and RSA coins and notes (up to
M100.00 and R100.00) in practical situations
Demonstrate an understanding of the use and value of money using Lesotho and RSA coins and notes (up to
M200.00 and R200.00) in practical situations
Estimate, measure and compare using arbitrary units of measurement, length, weight, mass, volume and distance
Estimate, measure and compare using arbitrary units of length
Estimate, measure and compare using arbitrary units of mass
Estimate, measure and compare using arbitrary units of volume
Estimate, measure and compare using standard units of mass
Estimate, measure and compare using standard units of length
Estimate, measure and compare using standard units of volume
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4

3
1
2
2
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1
Time

Investigate and estimate time in relation to everyday life
Show time in hours and half hours, associate events with the time, compare events which could occur in 1 hour and
half an hour
Show time in quarter hours and associate and compare events which could occur in quarter of an hour
Investigate and estimate time in relation to everyday life using subdivisions of the calendar (days, weeks, months
and years)
Investigate shapes in their immediate environment and relate basic mathematical shapes to everyday life
Investigate shapes in learners’ immediate environment and relate basic mathematical shapes to everyday life
Investigate shapes in learners’ immediate environment and relate basic mathematical shapes to everyday life
Investigate 3-dimensional shapes in learners’ immediate environment and relate basic mathematical shapes to
everyday life
Handle simple data relating to themselves and their immediate surroundings
Handle simple data relating to themselves and their immediate surroundings
Handle simple data relating to themselves and their immediate surroundings

2
3
1
2

Geometry

Shape
3

Statistics

Data

Substrand

Number &
Algebra

Patterns:
object &
number patterns

Ordinal number

1
2
3

Year
1
2
3
1
2
3

3
3
4
2
3
3

Areas included but not covered by Lesotho Curriculum
Skill description
Repeating pattern using 2 objects
Counting by 2’s
Counting by 10’s
Counting by 5’s

4

Understand ordinal number up to fifth
3
Total number of items
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Mathematics Tablet Design
Curriculum
Strand

Substrand

Year
1

2
Number & Place
Value
3
Number

Fractions

Money &
Financial

1
2
3
1
2
3
1

Length, weight,
mass, volume and
distance
Measurement

2

3
1
Time

2

Number
of Items

Curriculum Descriptors
Sort and make sets of up to five numbers
Understand the value of numerals and associate them with names and symbols
Deepen knowledge of the value of numerals 1-20 and associate them with names and symbols
Sort and make sets of up to 10 members
Know the value of numerals and associate them with names and symbols
Reinforce knowledge of the place value of 2-digit numbers and use addition and subtraction operations
Master set formation
Know the value of numerals and associate them with names and symbols
Demonstrate understanding of place value of 3-digit numbers
Add 3-digit numbers with and without carrying, the sum being within the range 1-1000
Subtract 3-digit numbers with and without borrowing
Reinforce knowledge of the place value of 3-digit numbers and use addition and subtraction operations
Reinforce knowledge of the place value of 3-digit numbers and use multiplication and division operations
Reinforce their understanding of set formation
Identify and name one or more parts of the same object using fractions in practical situations (halves and quarters)

Demonstrate an understanding of the use and value of money using Lesotho and RSA coins and notes (up to
M100.00 and R100.00) in practical situations
Demonstrate an understanding of the use and value of money using Lesotho and RSA coins and notes (up to
M200.00 and R200.00) in practical situations
Estimate, measure and compare using arbitrary units of measurement, length, weight, mass, volume and distance
Estimate, measure and compare using arbitrary units of length
Estimate, measure and compare using arbitrary units of mass
Estimate, measure and compare using arbitrary units of volume
Estimate, measure and compare using standard units of mass
Estimate, measure and compare using standard units of length
Estimate, measure and compare using standard units of volume
Investigate and estimate time in relation to everyday life
Show time in hours and half hours, associate events with the time, compare events which could occur in 1 hour
and half an hour
Show time in quarter hours and associate and compare events which could occur in quarter of an hour
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3

Geometry

1
2
Shape
3

Statistics

Geometry &
Location

Statistics &
Probability

Number &
Algebra

Data

1
2
3

Investigate and estimate time in relation to everyday life using subdivisions of the calendar (days, weeks, months
and years)
Investigate shapes in their immediate environment and relate basic mathematical shapes to everyday life
Investigate shapes in learners’ immediate environment and relate basic mathematical shapes to everyday life
Investigate shapes in learners’ immediate environment and relate basic mathematical shapes to everyday life
Investigate 3-dimensional shapes in learners’ immediate environment and relate basic mathematical shapes to
everyday life
Handle simple data relating to themselves and their immediate surroundings
Handle simple data relating to themselves and their immediate surroundings
Handle simple data relating to themselves and their immediate surroundings

Areas included but not covered by Lesotho Curriculum
Substrand
Year
Skill description
1
Follows simple directions: places objects ‘under’, ‘on’ and ‘next to’
Location
2
Follows ‘right’ and ‘left’ directions
3
1
Transformations
2
Symmetry: reflection
3
1
Using everyday language to identify chance of familiar events
Probability:
2
Chance
3
1
Repeating pattern using 4 or 5 objects
Patterns:
Counting by 2’s
object &
2
Counting by 10’s
number patterns
Counting by 5’s
3

1

2
2
2
1

1
1

1
1

5

Total number of items
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